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0. In this paper, I will bring a new evidence about stress. Assuming the representation 
of Verner's law in Scheer (2000), I will show that the underlying representation of Old Norse 
stess has the properties of a left edge. It implies that stress is not a phonological primitive.

1. Verner's  law  concerns  the  Germanic  group  of  Indo-European  languages.  It 
formulates the following exception to Grimm's law: fricatives resulting from Indo-European 
stops are voiced, unless if they are preceded by a stressed nucleus (underlined here) (1).

(1) PIE Grimm's & Verner's laws PGrm occlusion e.g. (PIE > PGrm)

p, t, k >
[+str]_ > f, þ, x > f, þ, x *bhreh2tōr > *braþēr
[-str]_ > v, ð, ɣ > b, d, g *ph2tēr > *fadēr

After reminding that fricatives staying in initial position aren't voiced either, Scheer 
(2000) points out that a same underlying phenomenon occurs in both post-stressed and initial 
positions. Adopting the CVCV framework (Lowenstamm, 1996), and assuming the definition 
of stress (Larsen, 1994) and left edge (Lowenstamm, 1999) as [CV] units, Scheer proposes the 
analysis in (2).  i. Stress is represented by a [CV] unit inserted directly on the right of the 
stressed nucleus.  In  (2a) the fricative  θ is  not  preceded by a  stress'  [CV].  Voicing is  not 
prevented.  In  (2b)  the  fricative  θ is  preceded by a  stress'  [CV].  Voicing  is  prevented  by 
spreading. ii. Left edge is represented by a [CV] unit inserted at the left edge of the word. The 
voicing of the initial fricative f in (2a) is prevented by spreading.

(2)a.

PGrm. *fadēr father

b.

PGrm. *braþēr brother

2. This formulation of Verner's law encounters a problem noticed in Williams (1907). 
In ingvaeonic languages (i.e. northern germanic languages, English, Frisian and Old Saxon), 
we observe a moving of stress to  initial  syllables.  Following Verner's  law,  and especially 
Scheer's analysis, we expect all post-accentual fricatives to be unvoiced (as in 2b). But this 
stress shift is in reality accompanied by an unexpected generalization of the voicing (3).

(3) *fadēr > expected attested *braþēr > expected attested
O. English *fæþer fæder *brōþor brōðor
Old Norse *faþir faðir *bróþir bróðir

3. A question follows: what is the representation of stress in these languages ? Scheer 
(2000) assumes that English stress is inserted on the left of the stressed nucleus. We will show 
some new evidences from a member of the northern germanic sub-group: Old Norse. This 
language shows unregular changes in unstressed context (the loss of stress is guaranteed by 
the centralization of the nuclei) (4a-b).

First, we observe a lenition of initial fricatives in unstressed context (4a). This change 
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supports the hypothesis of a former left-inserted [CV] unit preventing the given lenition in 
Old  Norse.  Second,  we  notice  a  lenition  of  final  stops  (5a).  This  change  supports  the 
hypothesis of a former right-inserted stress' [CV] preventing the given lenition in Old Norse.

(4) a. Old Norse Norwegian b. Old Norse Norwegian
#þ > d þat that dæ(t) t# > Ø þat that dæ(t)
#h > Ø hinn the æ (Jutlandic) k# > Ø mik me mæ(j)

4. Both the changes occuring in initial and final contexts could be exponents of stress. 
But only a left-inserted stress' [CV] can account for Williams (1907): voicing of post-stressed 
fricatives is generalized because no preventing [CV] unit stands after the stressed nuclei (5b).

(5)a.

PGrm. *braþēr brother

>

b.

Old Norse bróðir brother

Thus it is reasonable to ask whether the fall of final stops is directly linked to the loss 
of a right-inserted stress' [CV]. This phenomenon occurs only in Continental Scandinavian 
(compare in 6a). But the lenition of initial consonants is pan-Germanic (6b), and active in 
synchrony (e.g. hinn lilla hundr / hundrinn : the [little] dog).

(6) PIE English Low German Norwegian
a. *tod- > that (< O.E. ðæt) dat dæ(t) (< O.N. þat)
b. *tū > thou (< O.E. ðu) du dʉ

5. As a conclusion, Old Norse stress is left-inserted as in English. But unlike Modern 
English,  Old  Norse  has  a  fixed  initial  stress.  It  follows  that  the  inserted  [CV]  has  the 
properties of both stress and left edge (5b). Actually, the fixed initial stress occuring in the 
ingvaeonic  languages  can  be  explained  by  a  reanalysis  of  left  edge  as  the  underlying 
representation  of  stress.  Consequently,  the  definition  of  stress  and  left  edge  as  separate 
phonological primes is dubious.
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